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Abstract
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As the popularity of cloud computing continues to increase, a significant amount of legacy code implemented
using older parallel computing standards is outdated and
left behind. This forces the organizations to port the
old applications into new cloud platforms. This, however, violates the “develop once - run anywhere” principle promised by utility computing. As a solution to this
problem, we explore the possibility of executing unmodified MPI applications over a modern parallel computing
platform. Using BSP as a bridging model between MPI
and the Hadoop framework, we implement a prototype
MPI runtime for today’s computing clouds, which eliminates the overhead of porting legacy code.

Our architecture consists of 3 main components – a custom MPI C library, a BSP job that coordinates the execution of MPI code and a collection of MPI tools for
the Hadoop environment. User’s MPI C code should be
linked with our custom MPI C library. This library is responsible for intercepting MPI procedure calls and delegating them to the underlying BSP framework.
The BSP job uploads the binary executable of the
user’s MPI code into HDFS, and starts a number of BSP
processes (tasks). These BSP tasks download the MPI
code from HDFS, and run them as separate child processes. Whenever a child MPI process calls a MPI function, it is dispatched to our custom MPI C library, which
makes a TCP call to the parent BSP process. The parent
BSP process executes the function call on behalf of the
child process using native BSP constructs.
We also provide two MPI tools, mpicc and mpirun,
that can be used to transparently compile and run MPI C
code on Hadoop.
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Introduction

Our main goal is to execute virtually any Message Passing Interface (MPI) [5] based C program on Hadoop [1],
without making any changes to the MPI code or the
implementation of the Hadoop platform. This type of
transparency is crucial when migrating legacy code to
modern cloud environments, although it may incur a
performance penalty. To achieve this goal, we deploy a
Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) [7] overlay (Apache
Hama [3]) on Hadoop. This doesn’t require any changes
to the Hadoop implementation or the configuration.
Then we define a mapping from native MPI constructs
to the BSP constructs so that MPI operations can be executed on the BSP overlay.
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Design and Implementation

Results and Conclusion

We tested our prototype on multiple applications (PI calculation and matrix multiplication), using the most common MPI primitives, on a small cluster of machines.
We also compared our results against another MPI-toHadoop adapter which uses MapReduce [4] as the underlying bridging model [6]. We were able to run a variety of unmodified MPI codes using our implementation,
and our test results show an acceptable level of performance. Our results confirm that BSP is a more flexible
and performant model for MPI-to-Hadoop bridging.
Currently, other solutions are being developed to allow running MPI directly on Hadoop (e.g. YARN [2]).
However, by implementing a lightweight adapter such as
ours, MPI code can be deployed in the cloud today, without upgrading existing Hadoop clusters. We have also
reduced the performance overhead by selecting BSP,
which matches the MPI primitives closely.
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